[Heavy heat shock induces genetic variation in a polygenic system of a quantitative trait in Drosophila].
Results of two experiments dealing with positive and negative selection on the quantitative trait radius incompletus in an isogenic line of Drosophila melanogaster after heavy heat shock (HHS) are presented. Selection was not effective in the control without HHS. In experiment 1, in which offspring of HHS-exposed males lacked transposition induction, selection also was ineffective. By contrast, selection was highly effective in offspring of males that responded to HHS exposure by transposition induction. Thus, HHS, which is not mutagenic, generates genetic variation in a polygenic system of a quantitative trait via transpositions and excisions of mobile genetic elements. In experiment 2, positive and negative selection was conducted in three replicates, which showed concerted dynamics of the selected trait. This means that the trait dynamics is mainly related to the nearly deterministic process of accumulation of active polygenic alleles rather than to genetic drift. The induced variation of polygenic systems promotes rapid selection of "champion" genotypes. This variation is probably associated with "soft" modification of polygene expression by adjacent MGE copies.